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1. Introduction 

The ability to model the behavior of gas turbines (GTs) is critical in all aspects of energy and 
power generation engineering. A computerized approach giving the possibility for a more 
detailed gas path component fault diagnosis and prognosis using the MVR is presented. A 
diagnostic engine performance model is the main tool that points to the faulty engine 
component. The diagnostic component model was also used to come up with the software 
code-named Thermodynamics and Performance Condition Monitoring( THAPCOM) 
written in C++ programming language to effectively identify the fault on the engine. Several 
scheduled visits were thus made to AFAM IV, GT 18, TYPE 13D power plant located near 
Port Harcourt, in Rivers State of Nigeria. Continuous and periodic monitoring of the 
thermodynamics/performance parameters such as temperature, pressure, air pumping 
capability, rotational speed, air, fuel and gas flow were carried out. This exercise lasted for a 
period of three months on hourly basis to predict the health of the engine. When these data 

were analyzed by the software, the following results were obtained 
∆凋灘凋灘 = な.ねのひぱe貸待.待待腿,		 ∆津迩津迩 = な.ははぬどe貸待.待待胎, 			∆脹迩脹迩 = な.なはにはe貸待.待待腿	and  

∆脹典迩鐸典冬 = ば.ののどぱe貸待.待待胎, which correspond to 

average overall efficiency of 27.3% and active load of 48MW. These were indications that the 
test engine had suffered from fouling, degraded compressor performance and seal leakage. 
THAPCOM gives an alarm signal when a set limit is exceeded so that maintenance could be 
scheduled. 

Nomenclature and Abbreviation: 

A = Actual value  
AL = Active load (MW) 
AN = Area of nozzle (m2) 
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Δ = Difference between actual and reference value 
ητ = Isentropic efficiency of turbine (IET) 
MVR = Multi-variable response  券c = Isentropic efficiency of compressor (ICE) 
N = Shaft speed (RPM) 
ηo = Overall cycle efficiency 
D = Percentage deviation a1, a2...a16 are values of the coefficients 
P1 = Compressor inlet pressure (bar) 
P2 = Compressor exit pressure (bar) 
R = Reference value  
T1 = Compressor inlet temperature (k) 
T2 = Compressor exit temperature (k) 
T’2 =  Isentrropic compressor exit temperature (k) 
T3 = Turbine inlet temperature (k) 
T4 = Turbine exhaust temperature (k) 
T’4 = Turbine is isentropic exhaust temperature (k)  
ポ達 = Air pumping capability of compressor, APC (m3/s) 
WF = Fuel flow (kgls) 

 紘				 = 			 聴椎勅頂沈捗沈頂	朕勅銚痛	銚痛	頂墜津鎚痛銚津痛	椎追勅鎚鎚通追勅聴椎勅頂沈捗沈頂	朕勅銚痛	銚痛	頂墜津鎚痛銚津痛	塚墜鎮通陳勅 = な.ね 

In today’s competitive business environment and low profit margins, manufacturers are 
faced with the growing production demands while cutting the cost of manufacturing (Bell, 
2003). One pervasive cost that drags down productivity is the unplanned equipment and 
manufacturing down time. High performance turbo machines especially GTs are now 
extremely important elements of industries. Some areas where GTs are used include electric 
power, petrochemical, mining, marine, air craft, onshore and offshore oil and gas industries. 
(Ogbonnaya (2004a), Ogbonnaya (2004b), Pussey (2007), Brun and Kurz (2007), Rieger, et al, 
(1990), Ogbonnaya (2009), Ogbonnaya and Theophilus–Johnson (2010), Loboda and 
Yepifanov (2010), Aretakis, et al, (2010)). This chapter is therefore timely for these maritime 
organisations to adopt the proactive measures being proferred to prevent their equipment 
from catastrophic downtime. While running, GTs are adversely affected by the 
environmental factors such as dust particles, smoke, smog, oil mist and high humidity (Brun 
and Kurz (2007), Schneider, et al, (2009), Ogbonnaya and Theophilus-Johnson (2010)). These 
factors have resulted to degradation mechanisms of fouling, erosion, corrosion and abrasion 
which reduce the overall performance of the aerodynamic components of the plant (Brun 
and Kurz (2007), Schneider, et al, (2009), Ogbonnaya and Theophilus-Johnson (2010)).  
The use of performance engine models in diagnostics has been initiated since the early 70’s. 
The first approaches were based on linearized models (Aretakis, et al, 2010) while Stamatis, 
et al., (1991), introduced the concept of using directly non-linear models in diagnostics. Also, 
methodological steps of simulation and modeling used by Maria (1997), Erbes, et al., (1993), 
Erbes and Palmer (1994) and Ogbonnaya (2004a) proved that modeling and simulation are 
handy tools for condition monitoring.  
The gas path analysis technique gives the possibility to identify the amount of deterioration 
of individual components and assess its effect on overall performance providing 
information, which is valuable for improving cost effectiveness of maintenance actions. An 
analytical tool that can be used for this purpose was presented in Doel (1994).  Performance 
diagnostic methods for identifying deterioration has also been presented by Urban and 
Volponi (1992) and Volponi (1994). These approaches show which component is 
malfunctioning and depending on the established experience, can offer an evaluation of the 
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nature of malfunction. The compressor and turbine deterioration are the main cause of the 
overall performance deterioration. The introduction of measured gas path variables such as 
pressure, temperature, rotational speed, fuel flow, air flow, gas flow etc is hereby 
consolidated through this project. 
The gas path components, such as compressors, turbines and combustion chamber can be 
affected by foreign object damage, fouling, tip rubs, seal wear and erosion. The ability to 
identify the faulty component and simultaneously diagnose the defect with its consequences 
is another purpose of this chapter. It also allows the operator to take necessary maintenance 
measures to rectify the fault and provide an assessment of the GTs life cycle and valuable 
data for prognostics and condition based maintenance scheduling. To achieve these, a 
detailed component diagnostic modeling needs to be applied. Therefore, the technology of 
prognosis is recommended in this work because it involves diagnosis, condition and failure 
model. Prevention of catastrophic and unexpected downtime was thoroughly considered to 
come up with the software called “THAPCOM” written in C++ programming language to 
diagnose and prognose the health of the GT. Trend monitoring technique was applied using 
multiple variable mathematical models (MCMV) in matrix form (Bently et al., 2002). The 
introduction of “THAPCOM” into GT diagnosis and prognosis conforms to the use of 
thermodynamics / performance parameters (dependent and independent parameters) as it 
is the driving force of the GT. “THAPCOM” stands for THermodynamics And Performance 
COndition Monitoring. As stated in Uhumnwangho, et al., (2003), Brun and Kurz (2007) and 
Ogbonnaya (2009), the deviation of GT thermodynamics and performance parametric values 
from their reference values stated in the manufacturer’s manual is an indication of 
impending failure. This is because condition monitoring is the process of ascertaining the 
state of a parameter in an equipment such that any adverse significant deviation/change is 
an indication of impending failure. 

1.1 Approaches to monitoring and data collection 

Recently, continuous and periodic monitoring are used for GT data collections. Although, 
the presence of continuous monitoring does not eliminate the need for periodic monitoring 
(Guy, 1995), the continuous monitoring system warns the operator about imminent 
problems. Periodic monitoring along with the collection of external data provides a means 
for analysis and projection of potential long-term problem with respect to maintenance and 
operation (Ogbonnaya and Theophilus-Johnson, 2010). The collection of GT model data is 
capable of acquiring the necessary information to monitor and trend the engine health. This 
present work also utilized periodic monitoring to achieve its aim. 

1.2 Brief condition monitoring methods 

The already known novel methods of gas path model-based component condition 
monitoring used by Ogbonnaya (1998, 2004a) is integrated into the THAPCOM. The works 
of Loboda and Yepifanov, (2010); Donald, et al, (2008); Loboda, (2008); Fast, et al., (2009); 
Aretakis, et al; (2003); Romesis and Mathioudakis, (2003); Roemer and Kacprzynski, (2000); 
Volponi, et al., (2003); Kamboukous and Mathioudakis, (2005) on gas path analysis in 
condition monitoring, were also critically considered to actualize this task. More so, trend 
monitoring as utilized in Bently, et al., (2002) and Uhumnwangho, et al., (2003) was also 
seen as a viable tool for this package. Finally, the benefits of motor condition monitoring 
(MCM) in Bell (2003); Pussey (2007) were rigorously brought to bear to bring this present 
research to fruition. In most of these works, as well as Ogbonnaya and Koumako (2006), 
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operational safety and control of the GT engines were equally harnessed in this new 
technology. 

1.3 The software “THAPCOM” 
THAPCOM is a viable diagnostic tool because it is capable of providing early warning to 
progressively indicate imminent fault during engine operation. It analyses conditions to 
prevent unplanned down time. THAPCOM is an inexpensive diagnostic tool that gives 
accurate maintenance decision information which is understandable to both low and semi-
skilled personnel. Therefore, it also eliminates the short-comings of both performance and 
trend monitoring. Their similarity is that they all measure pressure, flow temperature and 
rotational speed simultaneously. The plus of THAPCOM is that it relates deterioration to 
consequences. THAPCOM uses model-based fault detection and diagnostic techniques 
(Ogbonnaya and Theophilus-Johnson (2011). This relates the deterioration which the engine 
has undergone to consequences along the gas path of a GT engine. When THAPCOM is 
interfaced with a GT, it first studies the system for a period of time through acquiring and 
processing the real-time data from the engine. The data is processed using system 
identification algorithms for both the actual (operational) behavior to the reference (design) 
behavior of the engine. 
THAPCOM stores the processed data in its internal data base and also serves as the 
reference (design) values. These reference values are usually mean values of the 
performance parameters during factory test. During the monitoring session, THAPCOM 
processes the acquired engine data and compares the results with the data stored in its 
internal database. If the results obtained from the acquired data are significantly different 
from the reference values, THAPCOM indicates a faulty level through a series of alarm 
signal. The level is determined by the magnitude of their percentage deviation when 
compared. THAPCOM monitors, compares 15 thermodynamics and performance 
parameters and uses 4 of the parameters to obtain the coefficients. THAPCOM is similar to 
MCM, ANNs used in Ogbonnaya (2004a and 2009) in their mode of operation but their 
difference is that MCM measures only current and voltage while THAPCOM measures 
thermodynamics and performance parameters. ANNs was used to diagnose and prognose 
GT rotor shaft faults. THAPCOM displays the most sensitive performance parameters of the 
engine such as those which are used for diagnostics and prognostics. It is an advancement of 
the component model-based condition monitoring for a GT engine (Ogbonnaya et al, 2010). 

2. Multi variable mathematical modeling 

The approach used in this research is trend monitoring as MVR in matrix form. Data were 
obtained both statistically and analytically and constitute the most sensitive 
thermodynamics and performance parameters at the various components of the engine. 
Data were collected on hourly basis, for a period of three months from an operational GT 
plant used for electric power generation. The data were sampled and the mean taken for 
weekly basis. The GT is a 75 MW plant. This technique is in accordance with the methods 
stated in subsection (1.2). For instance, the method of model-based computer program 
yielded accurate results than the manual method. The method of model-based computer 
programming is faster in diagnosing faults. This use of computer program approach, signals 
the limit of operation through instrumentation in the form of alarm (Baker, 1991; Bergman, 
et al, 1993; Stamatis et al, 2001; Alexious and Mathioudakis, 2006; Ogbonnaya et al, 2010). 
This present work would contribute solution to the unexpected failure/down time of GTs 
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by giving timely alarm signals. The deviations of the thermodynamics and performance 
parameters when the actual values were compared to their reference values will be used to 
analyze the MVMMs to diagnose and prognosis the health of the GT. The data collected 
from the test engine was obtained using the following model thermodynamics equations. It 
was assumed that P1 = P4 and P2 = P3.  
Isentropic compression of the compressor was obtained as follows: 

 
脹嫦鉄鐸迭 = 岾牒鉄牒迭峇婆貼迭導

 (1) 

Similarly, isentropic expansion of the turbine was obtained as follows: 

 
鐸典脹嫦填 = 岾牒典牒填峇婆貼迭導

  (2) 

Isentropic efficiency of compressor = 
彫鎚勅津痛追墜椎沈頂	帳津痛朕銚鎮椎槻	帖追墜椎凋頂痛通銚鎮	帳津痛朕銚鎮椎槻	帖追墜椎   

 	η達 = 	 邸鉄迭貸	邸迭邸 鉄 貸邸迭    (3) 

Isentropic efficiency of turbine = 
	凋頂痛通銚鎮帳津痛朕銚鎮椎槻	帖追墜椎彫鎚勅津痛追墜椎沈頂	帳津痛朕銚鎮椎槻	帖追墜椎 

 	ητ = 	 脹典貸	脹填脹鉄貸脹′填  (4) 

While the following model deviation equations were applied 

 
∆脹典脹典 = 脹典豚貸脹典馴脹典馴    (5) 

 
∆朝朝 = 	 朝豚		貸		朝馴朝馴   (6) 

 
∆挺迩挺迩 = 挺迩豚	貸	挺迩馴挺迩馴 	     (7) 

 
∆箪頓箪頓 	 = 		 箪頓豚	貸		箪頓馴箪頓馴      (8) 

The parameters in Equations (5) to (8) are the independent variables in the MVMMs. These 

equations were used to generate the coefficients a1 to a16 in the MVMMs. a1 to a16 are 

expressed as functions of:  

 

綻脹典脹典 		 = 				血岷欠怠, 			欠泰, 			欠苔, 			欠怠戴峅
綻朝朝 		 = 				訣岷欠態, 			欠滞, 			欠怠待, 			欠怠替峅
綻挺頓挺頓 		 = 				ℎ岷欠戴, 			欠胎, 			欠怠怠, 			欠怠泰峅
綻箪頓箪頓 		 = 				件岷欠替, 			欠腿, 			欠怠態, 			欠怠滞峅 近衿衿

衿謹
衿衿衿
襟

     (9) 
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 f, g, h, i   =   Fn  Parameters (10) 

The significance of this approach is based on the interface between the components of air 

and gas path.  This approach considered the analysis in terms of the measurable dependent 

data and the independent performance parameters calculated by a mathematical model 

based on engine thermodynamics. 

3. Dependent and independent variables 

The independent and dependent parameters represent the variables in various engine 
components thermodynamics relationship such as the compressor, combustor and turbine 
units (Bently, et al., 2002).  The differential and manipulation of these equations allow the 
derivation of a general relationship between each change in a dependent parameter and its 
resulting effects on each independent parameter in turn with all other variables held 
constant.  A matrix was formed using these coefficient relationships by superposition of the 
independent variable on each independent parameter.  The independent parameters are T3, 
N, 考寵, and ポ寵 ,  while the dependent parameters are P2, T2 WF and An.  A combination of the 
MVMMs constitute a 4 x 4 matrix in which the variables are related by the constant 
coefficients a1 to a16.  This matrix was evaluated as a 4 x 3 matrix holding the speed constant 
in turn to generate each independent parameter change (Bentley, et al., 2002).  This is shown 
in equation (11). 

4. The flowchart for the simulation 

By substituting equation (12) into (14), 
｠凋灘凋灘  can be obtained.  Equations (5) to (8) and (14) 

were used for the simulation of THAPCOM in C++ programming language to proactively 

monitor the health of the GT.  The flowchart drawn from these equations is presented in 

figure 1.  It is from this flowchart that a computer program in C++ used to actualise the work 

is written. The most salient feature of THAPCOM flowchart and program is that it has two 

subroutines for ease of manipulation.   

The input subroutine in the flowchart helped to store values of T1, T2, P1, P2, T3, N, T4, ポ寵 , WF 

and L.  These values were later returned in subsequent parts of the program where they 

were needed and used to compute	｠脹典脹典 , 
｠挺頓挺頓  and	｠ポ頓

ポ頓 .  This was done after individual values of 	考脹, 考寵 ,	  考待 . . . . were computed. 

 

																						綻脹典脹典 						綻朝朝 							綻挺頓挺頓 					綻箪頓箪頓 	
綻牒鉄牒鉄 										欠怠,									欠態, 									欠戴, 								欠替
綻脹鉄脹鉄 								欠泰, 						欠滞, 										欠胎, 								欠腿

綻調鈍調鈍 	 								欠苔,									欠怠待, 								欠怠怠, 						欠怠態
綻凋灘凋灘 									欠怠戴,								欠怠替, 							欠怠泰, 						欠怠滞近衿衿

衿衿衿
謹衿
衿衿衿衿
襟

 (11) 
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Fig. 1. Flowchart used to develop the computer program to actualize the gas path analysis 
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Fig. 1. Continued 
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The independent parameters are evaluated as follows: 

 

綻脹典脹典 		 = 		 帋欠態, 									欠戴, 										欠替欠滞, 									欠胎, 										欠腿欠怠待, 								欠怠怠, 						欠怠態欠怠替, 								欠怠泰, 						欠怠滞帋
綻挺頓挺頓 		 = 		 帋欠怠, 									欠態, 										欠替欠泰, 									欠滞, 										欠腿欠苔, 								欠怠滞, 							欠怠態欠怠戴, 								欠怠替, 						欠怠滞帋
綻箪頓箪頓 		 = 		 帋 欠怠, 									欠態, 								欠戴欠泰, 									欠滞, 								欠胎欠苔, 								欠怠待, 						欠怠怠欠怠戴, 							欠怠替, 						欠怠泰帋 近衿衿

衿衿衿
謹衿
衿衿衿
衿襟

     (12) 

Equations (11) and (12) show how the dependent variables were obtained: 

 

綻牒鉄牒鉄 		 = 			 欠怠 綻脹典脹典 			+			欠戴 綻挺頓挺頓 	 	+		欠替 	綻箪頓箪頓綻脹鉄脹鉄 		 = 		 欠泰 綻脹典脹典 			+			欠胎 綻挺頓挺頓 		+			欠腿 	綻箪頓箪頓綻調鈍調鈍 	 = 		欠苔 綻脹典脹典 	 		+		欠怠怠 綻挺頓挺頓 		+		欠怠態 	綻箪頓箪頓 近衿衿謹
衿衿襟

    (13) 

 
綻凋灘凋灘 = 	 欠怠戴 綻脹典脹典 	+	欠怠泰 綻挺頓挺頓 	+欠怠滞 綻箪頓箪頓       (14) 

With a view to actualize MVMMs, the data shown in tables 1(a) and (b) were collected from 

the operational GT plant.  Figures 2 and 3 are the graphs of percentage deviation in P2 and 

T2 against date in weeks while a combined graph of percentage deviation in P2, T2, ポ寵  and T3 

are shown in figure 4. 

5. Implementation 

The coefficients of each performance parameters are depicted in equation (9) in relation to 

equations (5) to (8), when the actual value is compared to the reference value.  When these 

coefficients are used with the MVMMs, to diagnose and prognose the GT faults, its state of 

health was made known. If, while trending its health using equations (12) and (14), and all 

the ｠s = 0, with no performance change, then the GT is said to be healthy. 

When 
綻凋灘凋灘  = 0, 

｠挺迩挺頓  and 
｠ポ冬
ポ頓  are downward and 

｠脹典脹典  is upward, it implies degraded 

compressor.  This is an indication of built up dirt, foreign object damage, blade erosion, 

missing blade, warped blade or seal leakage.  The results of the simulation show that 
綻凋灘凋灘  = 

1.4598e-0.008, 
∆津迩津迩 =1.6630e-0.007,  

	∆辻迩辻迩  = 1.1626e-0.008 and 
∆脹典迩鐸典冬 	= 7.5508e-0.007 for the first four weeks, 

since THAPCOM analyses data on cumulative basis. This showed that the GT had suffered 
from fouling, degraded compressor performance and seal leakage. Furthermore, figures 2 
and 3 show the graphs of percentage deviation in compressor outlet pressure and 
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temperature against date in weeks respectively. The table of values shows that the 
trajectories depict a sinusoidal trend. This is as a result of fouling, which is known for the 
reduction in compressor exit pressure from its design value. Figure 4 is a combined plot of 
P2, T2, T3, N, Γ寵 , 考寵 and AL against date in weeks. It shows that, AL suffered the highest 
deviation. Moreover figures 5, 6 and 7 show the path of percentage deviation in ICE, AL and 
APC against date in weeks. The sinusoidal trend also means that compressor instabilities 
were setting in. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Percentage Deviation in P2 against Date (in Weeks) 

 

 

Fig. 3. Percentage deviation in T2 against date (in weeks) 
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Table 1. (a) Values of the thermodynamics and performance parameters taken from AFAM 
IV, GT18, TYPE 13D 
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Weeks  3

3

T

T


 

N

N


 

c

c





 
c

c




 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

a1 

a5 

a9 

a13 

-0.075 

-0.075 

-0.075 

-0.078 

a2 

a6 

a10 

a14 

0.021 

0.020 

0.019 

0.019 

a3 

a7 

a11 

a15 

0.0012 

0.0012 

-0.0059 

0.0107 

a4 

a8 

a12 

a16 

-0.044 

-0.017 

-0.051 

0.000 

 
 
 

Table 1. (b) Values of the ccoefficients 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 4. Percentage deviation in P2, T2, T3, N, APC, ICE and AL against date (in weeks) 
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Fig. 5. Percentage deviation of ICE against date (in weeks) 

 

Fig. 6. Percentage deviation in AL against date (in weeks) 
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Fig. 7. Percentage deviation in APC against date (in weeks) 
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6. Conclusion 

In this work, the MVMMs of a test engine was generated by taking advantage of the gas 

path analysis. The models were applied to develop the software “THAPCOM”. This 

software thus enabled diagnosis and prognosis to be carried out on the equipment through 

the comparison between the actual and reference values of the engine. Advantage was 

brought to bear using previous works done on adaptive modelling of various aspects of GT 

health monitoring. The software when installed in a system interface of the GT enabled the 

proactive monitoring of the engine’s health. The software gives an alarm signal whenever a 

set limit is near the dependent or independent parameters. This alarm signal allows the 

operator to carry out maintenance before the equipment fails. 
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